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CUSTOMER ONBOARDING 
 

A. POS AND TAG ISSUANCE   

i. FASTag Issuers shall ensure that PoS set up is available at toll plazas with sufficient 

tag inventory. Dedicated PoS setup with sufficient tag inventory is mandatory at 

plazas where the Issuer is also an Acquirer bank. 

ii. Issuers shall ensure that their tags are sold only through authorized PoS agents of 

the Issuer (authorization of the PoS to be done by Issuer). Issuers can tie-up with 

multiple authorized agents for tag issuance.  

iii. Issuers shall undertake detailed KYC of PoS agents (new and existing). The KYC 

details of each PoS agent of the Issuer shall be available with the Issuer.  

iv. It shall be the responsibility of the Issuers to enter into necessary agreements with 

various entities such as fuel stations, Fee plazas, etc. for setting up POS. 

v. Issuer shall ensure availability of FASTag at sufficient branches and have agents to 

issue tags at their branches.  

vi. Issuers/authorized PoS agent shall ensure fixation of tag on vehicle windshield as 

per applicable standards and guidelines for tax fixation issued by NPCI. 

a) In case of improper tax fixation, a penalty of Rs. 10,000/- shall be 

imposed on Issuers for each such case.  

b) NPCI in coordination with IHMCL can take necessary steps to 

discontinue Issuer onboarding in the event of such cases exceed 5% 

of monthly issuance. 

vii. Online sale of tags is permitted through Bank App/portal/website. In case of online 

sale through other channels prior approval shall be taken from IHMCL. Issuers to 

share the existing list of online/sales channels with IHMCL/NPCI. Tags sold through 

online channels shall be activated only at the Issuers portal after completion of KYV 

process as mentioned in B (x) below. No transaction shall be permitted on these tags 

till the completion of the KYV process. In case of non-compliance, NPCI in 

coordination with IHMCL shall discontinue Issuer onboarding or any other action as 
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may be deemed necessary. Issuers shall abide by the guidelines issued by the 

regulatory body/ies for distribution through any channel from time to time.  

viii. Issuance Charges: Issuers shall strictly adhere to standard charges for tag issuance 

for VC04 class customers as under:  

a. Issuance/Reissuance Fees:  Rs. 100/- 

b. Security Deposit:   Rs. 200/- 

c. Minimum Recharge:    Rs. 100/- (customer shall have the option 

for additional recharge)  

ix. Issuer shall not impose/maintain any threshold amount for VC04 apart from the 

security deposit and ensure compliance to NHAI circular Ref. 

IHMCL/100%FASTag/ETC-Ops/2020/23 dated 06.02.2021. In case any instances of 

Issuer imposing such thresholds are observed, NPCI in coordination with IHMCL 

may take necessary action to discontinue the FASTag issuance services of the Issuer 

or any other action as may be deemed necessary. 

x. Issuers shall ensure that the charges are clearly informed to customers prior to 

issuance of tags. These charges shall be displayed on Issuers website/portal. 

xi. Printed information/booklet giving information to the customer about the charges 

along with customer care number, email address and other relevant details of the 

Issuers should be available with the PoS agents for handing over to customer while 

issuance of tags.  

xii. POS agent shall not be allowed to update/modify VRN of any vehicle. 

B. MANDATORY DOCUMENTS AND STEPS TO ONBOARD NEW CUSTOMER  

i. Following set of documents shall be verified and copy to be uploaded through 

Issuer app during customer onboarding.  

✓ Vehicle Registration Certificate (RC) (Digital copies are permitted only 

through Parivahan or DigiLocker and no copies should be uploaded with 

Masked Data)  

✓ Clear image of vehicle (front and side) and tag.  
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✓ Front Image shall clearly capture Affixation of Tag and vehicle registration No. 

Side Image shall carry capture the Vehicle axles A clear image of the issued 

tag shall be captured. 

✓ Agent to enter VRN + Chassis number and request for VAHAN verification.  

✓ Verification with VAHAN  

✓ Mobile number of customers  

✓ Tag can only be issued in case of VAHAN verification. In case VAHAN 

verification in not possible, Issuers can issue tag and undertake the 

verification in a maximum of T+3 day. The responsibility of verification of 

documents lies with the Issuers. 

ii. All the documents/pictures should be legible, clear and verifiable. 

iii. Tags shall be activated in real time. However, Issuer to validate the data entered 

by the agent within T+3 days. No change in FASTag data can be performed by an 

agent. In case the verification through VAHAN or Issuer is not done within T+3 

days, the Issuer shall blacklist the tag.  

iv. Confirmation/Validation with VAHAN database and correctness of the data 

entered and documents uploaded shall be the responsibility of the Issuer.  

v. In case mismatch/error in data and image, a penalty of Rs. 10,000/- shall be 

imposed on the Issuer per such error/mismatch.  

vi. Agent module shall be designed in such a manner that facility to capture real 

time pictures and documents is done instantly for customer convenience.  

vii. Customer KYC shall be performed as per regulatory guidelines. 

viii. Post successful entry of information, agent shall handover the NETC FASTag to 

the vehicle owner and it’s the responsibility of Issuers agent to affix the Tag on 

windshield of the vehicle. Agent shall ensure that the tag is affixed on the 

windshield as per tax affixation guidelines.  

ix. No transaction on unregistered tag shall be allowed. 

a. Issuers shall register the FASTags in NETC Mapper when it is registered in the 

Issuer system. 

b. NETC Mapper after receiving NETC FASTag ID, shall add all the details 

provided by the Issuer host in the Mapper’s database and update the status 

to 00 after activation of tag. 
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c. NETC Mapper then sends response message to Issuer host that NETC FASTag 

has been added successfully or not added in the mapper database. In case 

NETC FASTag is not successfully registered into the mapper, the Issuer shall 

re-initiate the registration process. Issuer shall ensure the FASTag is issued 

only after successful registration of FASTag into the NETC Mapper 

d. After receiving response message from the NETC mapper, the Issuer Host 

shall forward the response message to the Client Application at the Point of 

Sale.  

x. Note for strict compliance by Issuer: 

All tags issued from 1st August 2024 shall comply with the following 

mandatory requirements. 

a) Every issued tag is linked to a unique VRN and chassis number. In case of new 

vehicles where VRN is not available, chassis number is mandatory. Issuers 

to ensure that the VRN is updated within 90 days and in case there is failure 

to update the VRN, Issuer shall move such tags to Hotlist. In case there is no 

VRN update even within 30 days from Hotlisting the tag, Issuer shall close 

these tags with the reason of non-compliance. 

b) Tag details are verified with VAHAN database or Issuer has verified the data. 

c) Each issued tag is associated with clear images of the vehicle (front with tag 

affixed & side with axle and a clear picture of the tag)  

d) Each tag is linked to a mobile number. Issuers to ensure appropriate KYC 

associated with the mobile number.  

xi. Incorrect Vehicle Class: It is the responsibility of the Issuer to verify /map the 

correct Vehicle Class in NPCI mapper. Toll plazas can report such cases and 

Issuers to ensure necessary mapper class update and take corrective measures 

in such cases.  

RE- KYV (KNOW YOUR VEHICLE) 
 

1. Already issued tags shall comply with the KYV guidelines as mentioned below: 

a. Every issued tag is linked to a unique VRN and chassis number. In case the 

tag is issued on new vehicles where VRN is not available, chassis number is 

mandatory. Issuers to ensure that the VRN is updated within 90 days and in 
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case there is failure to update the VRN, Issuer shall move such tags to Hotlist. 

In case there is no VRN update even within 30 days from Hotlisting the tag, 

Issuer shall close these tags with the reason of non-compliance. 

b. All tags shall be verified with VAHAN database or Issuer shall verify the tags.  

c. Each issued tag is associated with clear images of the vehicle (front with tag 

affixed & side with axle) and clear image of the issued tag.  

d. Each tag is linked to a mobile number. Issuers to ensure appropriate KYC 

associated with the mobile number.  

e. For the above mandatory requirements, Issuers shall undertake necessary 

customer outreach programs through suitable communication channels.  

f. Issuers shall provide customers with a platform, such as an app or 

WhatsApp, to conduct online KYV verification and upload documents & 

images.  

2. The target date for the above compliance is 31st October 2024. All tags issued by 

the Issuers that do not comply with the above point 1 shall be blacklisted by the 

Issuer and no transaction can be done on such tags.  

3. The KYV process should also coincide with OVOT (one-vehicle-one tag) mandate. 

Customers to log in the bank portal and select/enter their Vehicle Registration 

Number (VRN). The Issuer will then display a list of all active tags associated with 

the VRN, excluding those marked with status 06. If multiple tags are open, 

customers will be informed that previous tags will be closed, and their consent will 

be obtained. The Issuers will maintain low balances on such tags for 15 days, 

allowing for any chargebacks, before moving them to closed status. (following the 

OVOT process flow) 

4. If any tags attached to the VRN are hotlisted (indicating a negative balance), the 

Issuer will generate a UPI/QR code (NETC.VRN@bank handle) for the outstanding 

amount. Customers will be requested to pay this amount, and upon receipt of funds, 

the Issuer will promptly close these tags. Until this process is complete, customers 

will not be able to finalize the KYV verification, and the tag KYV status will remain 

incomplete. After 15 days, the Issuer shall verify the status of other tags. If tags from 

other Issuers are closed, the KYV status will be updated to verified.  

mailto:NETC.VRN@bank
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5. Customers are required to upload a copy of their RC (Registration Certificate) as part 

of the KYV process. Digital copies are permitted only through Parivahan or 

DigiLocker (No copies with Masked Data), and Issuers shall implement appropriate 

checks to ensure compliance. 

6. Issuers to ensure that customer upload the Vehicle Image - front and side: Front 

Image shall clearly capture affixation of Tag on windshield and vehicle registration 

number. Side image shall carry capture the Vehicle axles. All images shall be 

captured in sufficient light and should be clear and legible.  

7. KYC shall be performed as per regulatory guidelines. 

8. Transactions will not be permitted on unregistered tags.  

9. Issuers to follow this process on staggered manner. First enable Re- KYV process for 

Tags which are in hotlisted category and customers aren’t having documents as per 

this guideline. 

10. Re-KYV process is to be done every 3 years. However, in case tags are in hotlist and 

deficiencies are observed in terms of documentation/KYV details, re-KYV process is 

to be undertaken by Issuers.  

11. Issuers to ensure that appropriate mechanism is in place to identify and replace 

faulty/damaged tags.  

12. All issued tags which are more than 5 years old are to be replaced by the Issuer on 

best effort basis.  

13. Issuers to identify cases of manual entries against their issued tags and shall ensure 

that such cases are not due to faulty/damaged tags. Immediate replacement of such 

tags shall be done by the Issuers.  


